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Abstract 
 
UltraHigh Molecular Weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE) is the most commonly used 
counter face in implants based on Charnley’s principle, where a metal femoral head is 
articulating on a polymer acetabular cup (MoP). It has been used since the 1960’s due to 
it’s excellent properties such as high impact strength, toughness and low friction. Still, 
one of the major problems with these replacements is loosening of the implant caused by 
wear debris produced when the polymer is sliding against a hard metal counter face. New 
materials with higher wear resistance are needed to avoid revision surgery for particularly 
younger and more active patients. 
Hydroxyapatite is a mineral naturally occurring in human bone tissue and is the main 
constituent for bone generation. The high aspect ratio and unique physical and chemical 
properties of Carbon Nanotubes (CNT) makes them promising as reinforcement in 
polymer based composites.   
This project focuses on the manufacturing of a new CNT and HA reinforced UHMWPE 
bio-nanocomposite using solvent casting and a melt-mixing method. Finally hot-press is 
performed to produce the final shape of the samples. Different wt % of HA was studied 
while CNT content were fixed to 0.1 wt%. The surface of the bio-nanocomposite was 
studied using Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Thermal properties was studied 
using Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). Nanoindentation was used to study the 
hardness and elastic modulus of the samples and wear behavior was studied using a pin-
on-plate configuration. 
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Sammanfattning 
 
Polyeten med ultrahög molekylvikt (UHMWPE) är den mest använda polymeren i 
implantat baserade på Charnleys princip, där lårbenshuvudet (femoral head) är gjord av 
hård metall eller keram och ledskålen består av en polymer (MoP). UHMWPE har 
använts sedan 1960-talet tack vare dess excellenta egenskaper såsom hög slagtålighet, 
seghet och låga friktion. Trots detta är det nötningspartiklarna som produceras när 
UHMWPE glider mot en hård metall yta som leder till osteolys (osteolysis) av 
implantatet som slutligen lossnar. Nya material med högre slitstyrka är nödvändiga för att 
undvika att dessa implantat måste bytas ut, speciellt för yngre och mer aktiva patienter.  
Hydroxyapaite (HA) är ett mineral som förekommer naturligt i mänsklig benvävnad och 
är den viktigaste komponenten för tillväxt av ben. Kolnanorör har tack vara sina 
nanodimensioner unika fysikaliska och kemiska egenskaper vilket gör dem lovande som 
förstärkning i polymerbaserade kompositer. Detta projekt är inriktat på tillverkningen av 
en ny CNT och micro/nano-HA förstärkt UHMWPE bio-nanokomposit.  
Komponentarena har först blandats med hjälp av lösningsmedel/dispersionsmedel och 
sedan vidare blandats genom smältblandning (Brabender) för att producera en ”deg”/seg 
massa. Denna deg/massa har sedan varmpressats till dess slutliga form. Olika 
lösningsmedel/dispersionsmedel studerades Decalin (Decahydronaphthalene cis + trans), 
etanol samt H2O, andelen HA varierades mellan 2.5 till 20 vikt% medan andelen CNT 
var konstant (0.1 vikt%). Homogenitet och ytmorfologi studerades med 
Svepelektronmikroskopi (SEM), kristallinitet studerades med Differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC). Nanoindentation användes för att studera hårdhet och 
elasticitetsmodul. Nötning och friktion studerades med en pin-on-plate konfiguration. 
Analysen visar att de optimala resultaten nås när etanol används som dispersionsmedel. 
Lägre andel HA än 10 vikt% visar på högre kristallinitet, hårdhet, elasticitetsmodul samt 
ger lägre nötning och friktionskoefficient. Nanointendentation visar på överlägsen 
hårdhet och elasticitetsmodul för nano-HA, det ger också betydligt högre resultat för 
prover tillverkade med etanol än H2O och Decalin. 
Ingen större skillnad i friktionskoefficient observerades för prover med lägre HA-vikt% 
än 10. DSC resultaten visar på lägre kristallinitet för alla prover jämfört med ren polymer, 
de är dock högre för de prover producerade med etanol och HA andel mellan 2.5 och 10 
vikt%.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
 

1.1 Background   
 
Joint replacements are one of the greatest surgical advances of the 20th century and hip 
and knee replacements are amongst the most commonly performed surgical operations 
today. Many of these operations are revision surgery due to failure of the implant. The 
majority of these implants are based on the Charnley’s principle where a metal femoral 
bone is articulating on a polymer acetabular cup. Other types are also used such as metal-
on-metal (MoM) or metal-on-ceramic implants. 
UHMWPE is used in of total joint replacements as counter face of a metal femoral head, 
usually. Wear debris produced from the polymer is the main cause of total failure of the 
implant. It is therefore of great interest to improve the wear properties to increase the life 
time of the implant. This is particularly important for younger and more active patients. 
The high ratio of revision surgery is an important driving force for development of new 
high strength and wear resistant materials for stress bearing implants. 
 

1.2 Motivation 
 
Develop a novel nanocomposite with improved osteoconductivity and tribological 
properties used in high stress bearing material in hip/knee implants, by combining 
nanotechnology and material science. 
The cost factor is also an important factor for development of new, more wear resistant 
biomaterials. Only in Sweden about 120 knee replacements and 145 hip replacements are 
performed per 100 000 inhabitants where each replacement cost about 100 000 SEK 
including the implant. In many other countries these figures are a lot higher. Almost 10% 
of the joint replacements need to be revised. The revision surgery is not only a huge cost 
for the society but is also traumatic and painful for the patient. Also most of these new 
implants have a shorter lifetime than the original implant, specifically when bone cement 
has been used to fix the implant, making the revision surgery more complicated. Wear 
debris induced osteolysis is the major cause of total failure of joint implants. The aim of 
this study was to investigate new wear resistant materials which can be used in stress 
bearing implants. 

1.3 State of the art 
 
Ultrahigh Molecular Weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) is commonly used material for 
artificial hip and knee implants, but when the counter face is a metal the resulting wear 
debris produced due to the low mechanical properties of UHMWPE is the major cause of 
failure of implants. Since the wear is a crucial factor in the failure of implants, improving 
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the wear properties of the polymer is of great interest. The wear induced osteolysis linked 
to UHMWPE is the major cause of failure. 
 
Hydroxyapatite is widely used in the medical and dental fields due to its similar structure 
to the natural human bone tissue, and it is also the main constituent for bone generation. 
It has been widely studied as a filler in UHMWPE matrix using different manufacturing 
techniques such as solvent blending using paraffin oil and Decalin and further melt-
mixing of the composite to ease processing of the material [1-4]. Xiong examined the 
effect of nano-HA on UHMWPE in wear  and contact angle measurements[5]. 
 
Carbon nanotubes are excellent reinforcement in composites due to their high aspect ratio 
and unique physical and chemical properties. It is studied by Gao et al [6, 7] as 
reinforcement for UHMWPE and is a promising reinforcement in polymer based 
composites. By functionalization of the carbon nanotubes a better dispersion is obtained 
in polar solvent s and a better adhesion to minerals and polymers are obtained [8].  
Studies done with CNTs and UHMWPE show improved mechanical properties and wear 
resistance [9-11].  
 
Several attempts have been made to create a homogenously mixed composite with 
UHMWPE as matrix and different fillers to obtain a material with superior mechanical 
and biocompatible prosperities compared to the neat polymer. Those fillers include horse 
radish[12], Titanium dioxide[13, 14]and  zirconium[15],etc. 
The solvent used and the mixing technique are crucial factors for obtaining a well 
blended composite with good interface between matrix and homogeneously dispersed 
filler. 
 
Gul and McGarry has investigated the effect of temperature, pressure and time in hot 
isostatic pressing for pure UHMWPE powder concluding that the temperature and not the 
pressure is the most crucial factor in pressing UHMWPE powders. Using 210 C resulted 
in a material with a structure that reminded about the original powder/pellets and no 
difference between pressing time of 2 h and 4 h was shown. Temperatures above 210 C 
resulted in materials with no indication of the original materials but spherulites were 
created. These spherulites might be due to degradation at higher temperatures or due to 
higher chain mobility of the polymer.[16] 
Fang et al have in several attempts manufactured HA reinforced UHMWPE by solvent 
casting using paraffin resulting in a material with superior mechanical properties up to a 
50 % HA content by weight.[1, 17, 18] 
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Chapter 2 

Materials 

2.1 Introduction 
 
This project is focused on the manufacturing and analysis of mechanical and tribological 
properties of UHMWPE reinforced with Hydroxyapatite and Multiwalled carbon 
nanotubes (MWCNT). In this chapter, the materials used, their properties and 
applications are presented 

2.2 Structure and properties of bone tissue. 
 
Bone is a living tissue due to its ability to reproduce and because of its complex network 
of blood vessels. Stresses applied on bone make it undergo changes such as growing and 
modification. Bone has the ability to adapt to its mechanical environment by change of 
dimensions, structure and shape. These changes can be described by the so called Wolff 
law:” the deposition of bone takes place when this is needed and resorption when it is not 
needed.” Bone is composed of an organic matrix with mineral ions and water. The 
composition varies with species, age, sex, the specific bone and a possible disease. The 
type of bone also determines the composition; two types are present, cortical or compact 
bone and trabecular or spongy bone where the water content is higher for trabecular bone 
while the mineral content is lower.  ”The cortical bone is a dense tissue, where the only 
empty space is meant for blood vessels and osteocytes (bone cells).  The trabecular bone 
is composed of a network of trabeculae and occupied by bone marrow. Porosity is the 
main difference of the two types of bone. The volume ratio between bone and pores is 
large for cortical bone and small for trabecular bone[19]. Typically, the main components 
are collagen (20wt %), calcium phosphate (69 wt %) and water (9 wt %). The calcium 
phosphate provides stiffness to the bone and is mainly in the form of hydroxyapatite-
crystals or amorphous calcium phosphate. The HA crystals are plate or needle like and 
40-60 nm long, 20 nm wide, and has a thickness of 1.5-5 nm [20] 
When bone is considered as a composite material some problems can occur since it can 
be structured into different observation levels giving it properties that are not as clear as 
compared to other composite materials. Cortical bone can be characterized, at different 
levels, as particulate which consists of crystals of hydroxyapatite, fibrous consisting of 
fibers of collagen and osteons, porous which is vessels and lacunae of the osteocytes, and 
finally lamellar. Figure 1 shows the structure of an osteon.  
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Figure 1: Structure of osteons. Source: Structural biological materials: design and structure: property 
relationship, p 39[19] 

 

Determining at which level the bone needs to be studied can be a difficult task. Table 1 
shows the hierarchic levels of bone tissue, the size and with which methods they can best 
be studied. 
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Table 1: Hierarchic levels of bone structure. Source: Structural biological materials: design and 
structure: property relationship, p 38[19]. 

 
 
Bone has, as a material, the ability to adapt its own structure mechanically and 
physiologically to the functions it has to perform. Stress-strain curves obtained through 
tensile test show two regions for cortical bone, one linear elastic region where no plastic 
deformation occurs. Hooke’s law is valid in this region (σ=E*ε). The second part is the 
plastic region where fracture occurs at a deformation of about 1.5%. For trabecular bone 
a deformation of about 7% is allowed before fracture. This might be due to the porous 
structure which allows a better capacity for storing energy. Bone is a viscoelastic material 
which means that the stress depends on the rate of deformation and the strain depends on 
the rate of applied load. The deformation rate of bone is about 0.001s-1 for walking and 
about 0.01s-1 for activities demanding higher loads. The mechanical properties of bone 
tissue depends on what type of bone is concerned, how the load is applied, direction and 
humidity of the bone tissue, how the collagen fibers are oriented, the bone density and 
porosity of the bone tissue. It is also important to understand that bone is anisotropic 
when considering mechanical properties of bone. ”One can generally observe that Bone 
is tough due to the collagen and the microstructure, it also have a quite high elastic 
modulus. At low strains the bone tissue behaves as a tough material but at higher strains 
it behaves more like a brittle material. Strength increases and fracture strain decreases 
with increasing bone mineralization. The strength and volume of human bone tissues 
decreases with age[20]. 
 
The skeletal system is designed to minimize the tensile forces and most of the tensile 
stresses applied to bone come from ligaments and tendons. Tension can also be important 
during torsion and bending. Tensile fractures are mostly observed in the trabecular bone 
for example close to the Achilles tendon. It is generally observed as separations in 
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cement lines and extraction or lifting of osteons. The fracture is usually perpendicular to 
the bone.  The strength in compression is in fact the most important behavior of bone. 
Most fractures occur in the vertebrae and in the femur head, mostly due to unnatural and 
strong contractions of the muscles near or close to the affected bone. The compressive 
fractures are recognized by oblique cracks in the osteons, in planes with a shearing stress 
at an angle of 30-35 degrees in regard to the axis of that bone. The loss of minerals 
increases the risk of fracture due to compression.  
Shear usually appears in the trabecular bone and is applied parallel to the surface of the 
structure. The fracture is due to variation in angles. When bone is subjected to bending 
the convex surface is exposed to tensile forces and the concave surface to compressive 
forces. Fracture is initiated at the surface of tensile forces of an adult human. This 
produces a transversal fracture. Due to the mobility needed between joint, many skeletal 
systems are subjected to torsion. Torsion loads usually acts in combination with bending, 
tension and compression which results in a complex distribution of stresses and 
deformations. The elastic modulus in human femur bone is 18 GPa in tension[19, 20] 
  
A joint is the connecting point between two bones. The main function of the joint is to 
transfer load from one bone to another. Articular cartilage covers the joints to minimize 
the wear of the bone tissue during movement.  Articular cartilage has weak 
biomechanical properties and the function is very different from bone, therefore, the 
surface has to be much larger in order to bear the load transfer[20].  
 
 

2.3 Biomaterials and Biocompatibility 
 
When a new material is implanted into the human body, some topics have to be taken 
into consideration: the wear debris, integration within bone, and stability to physiological 
loads. When a material is implanted into the body there are many factors determining 
whether or not osseointegration will occur. 
A biomaterial is a material used for implants in the human body. The implants, which are 
artificial organs, main task is to restore the replaced organs functionality. This should 
preferably be done without any negative effect of other organs. 
This introduces many requirements to the material or implant. The basic requirement is 
that it should act as a functional replacement of the original organ. A requirement such as 
biocompatibility and biodegradability is necessary, so that the surrounding tissue does not 
reject the implant.  
Biocompatibility is a ’measure’ of how well the implant interact or is accepted by the 
body [21] 
It is the most essential requirement for a material to be implanted into the human body, it 
should be inert towards surrounding tissue  but as no such material yet exists, it is rather 
referred to as ”biotolerability” in[22]  
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2.4 Why nanoforms? 
 
Nanoforms have a very high surface area to volume ratio which makes them excellent as 
reinforcement in composite materials. About 500 times more surface area in comparison 
to other volume fractions of carbon fibers has been reported.[23] The high aspect ratio 
(∼103)[23] provides large interface areas between the constituents in a composite. Carbon 
nanotubes has a very high stiffness and strength which together with their low density 
and high aspect ratio makes them very promising as reinforcement in polymer based 
composites. 
Significant property improvements are obtained with very low loading levels, where 
traditional reinforcement in the micro size require higher loading levels to achieve similar 
performance. The use of nano-fillers could also help improving the osseointegration of 
the polymeric matrix 
 

2.5 Carbon Nanotubes 
 
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were observed in 1952 for the first time by Radushkevich and 
Lukyanovich who reported a worm-like carbon formation.[24] But it is Sumio Iijima at 
the NEC Fundamental Research Laboratory of Tsukuba, Japan, who was the first to study 
this unique carbon structure.[25] CNTs are allotropes of carbon with excellent chemical 
and thermal stability. One major concern when using CNTs are the reports on toxicity. 
The toxicity issues have been though results on cytotoxicity are confusing due to various 
scientific results.[26, 27] It has also been indicated that cells attach to MWCNTs and that 
apatite crystallites at nanoscale levels were formed on MWCNTs when immersed in 
calcium phosphate solution.[28] Toxic or not, CNTs needs to be handled with care when 
used as a composite reinforcement and for biomedical use, both during synthesis of the 
composite and during analysis.[27]. Iijima produced the nanotubules by an arc-discharge 
evaporation method where the carbon nanotubes grows at the negative end of the carbon 
electrode.[25] Carbon nanotubes are graphitic sheets rolled up in a cylindrical tubule and 
can be divided into single walled and multiwalled and depending on how the hexagonal 
rings, of which the surface is made up, are arranged.[29]. Arc discharge, chemical vapor 
deposition (CVD) and laser ablation are three methods commonly used to synthesis 
CNT.[30] They all add energy to a carbon source to produce groups or single carbon 
atoms that can be rearranged in such a way that a carbon tubule is formed. The sources of 
energy are electricity from an arc discharge, a furnace and light from a laser respectively. 
CVD is mostly used for commercially available CNTs due to its large scale production 
capacity. After the CNT ’s have been synthesized, they need to be purified to remove any 
residual amorphous carbon, also known as soot, residual catalyst (metal onto which the 
CNTs are growing) and support material. Washing or ultrasonication with dilute acid is 
used for this purpose. The purification process may also introduce defects to the CNT 
surface, making it necessary to balance the removal of impurities to defects. Carbon 
nanotubes can be, as explained, either single walled (SWCNT) or multiwalled 
(MWCNT). The SWCNT consists of a single cylindrical graphene layer while the 
MWCNT consists of several graphene layers rolled up as tubules and put inside each 
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other. The length of the CNTs depends upon several factors such as synthesis and if any 
cleaning procedure has been conducted. Typically the size is about tens of microns. But 
shorter and longer CNTs has also been produced. The diameter of SWCNT is ranging 
from 0.7 to 3nm and for MWCNT the diameter is ranging from 10 to 200nm.[31] There 
are also differences in the ends of the tubes, CNTs produced by arc discharge and laser 
ablation results in closed ends while CNTs produced by chemical vapor deposition 
(CVD) results in open ends.[26]  

2.5.1 Carbon nanotube properties 
 
Carbon nanotubes have, due to their few surface defects, excellent mechanical properties.   
The young’s modulus of SWCNTs can be as high as 1 TPa[24, 32]. For MWCNTs with a 
large diameter this value decreases to about 100 GPa.[24]. The tensile strength is about 
150 GPa, which is maybe the most impressive mechanical property.[32]. 
Break strains of about 10% are reported. But they also exhibit other physical properties 
such as excellent electrical and thermal behavior. Since Ijima started to study their 
structure, researchers have been trying to use these unique tubules to create composites 
exhibiting at least one of these amazing properties.[23]  

2.5.2 Carbon nanotube application areas 
 
Carbon nanotubes can be used in various application areas. Fillers in polymer matrices, 
molecular tanks, biosensors,[29] Biomedical materials due to their flexible structure and 
their tendency for chemical functionalization[28, 32]. Microelectronics and 
nanoelectronics, spintronics and optics are investigated. On-chip inductors based on 
CNTs have also been studied[33] as well as the usage in metal-semiconductor, 
semiconductor-semiconductor and metal-metal junctions.[24]  
CNT reinforced polymers is a promising field of CNTs with potential applications in 
conductivity enhancement, electrostatic dissipation and aerospace structural 
materials.[34]. Lately the interest for CNTs as reinforcement in biomedical applications 
has grown.[28, 32, 35]  

2.5.3 Chemical functionalization of Carbon Nanotubes 
 
Carbon nanotubes can be chemically functionalized to achieve the conditions needed for 
possible applications. The unmodified CNTs have a lack of solubility which limits their 
usage. This functionalization can be achieved through defect and covalent sidewall 
functionalization and noncovalent exo- and endohedral functionalization[36]. And also 
by endohedral filling of the empty inner cavity [29] Surface modification is used to 
improve the solubility and the processability and it can also allow the properties to be 
coupled to the type of material that is being reinforced.  The different types of 
functionalization are described elsewhere[36]. 
Functionalized CNTs may be less toxic than unmodified due to biocompatible functional 
groups.[26]   
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2.6 Hydroxyapatite 
 
Hydroxyapatite is a mineral naturally occurring in human bone tissues. It is an ionic 
crystal with a hexagonal structure. Sintered HA is similar in chemical composition and 
structure to HA in bone tissues and is therefore positively affecting the osteoblast which 
is the cells from which bone develops. This is also the reason why HA is a common 
constituent in biomedical materials. The chemical formula is Ca5(PO4)3(OH) but is 
usually written Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 to indicate that the HA-unit cell consists of two units. 
There are different approaches for synthesis of HA powders including wet methods 
(precipitation, hydrothermal techniques and hydrolysis of other calcium phosphates) and 
solid state reactions which are the two most used techniques.[37]. It is phosphorus and 
calcium based. HA indirectly bound to collagen through non-collagenous proteins such as 
osteocalcin, osteopontin or osteonectin. These proteins make up about 3-5% of the bone 
and create active sites for biomineralization and cellular attachment. Naturally occurring 
HA and synthetic HA differs in their constitution mostly with respect to stoichiometry, 
since synthetic HA are stoichiometric and human bone do not have pure or stoichiometric 
HA.  
The ratio of Ca/P is lower for natural HA than for synthetic HA and this might be an 
important factor for cell adhesion, proliferation and in bone remodeling and formation.  
 

2.7 Polymer matrix: UHMWPE 
 
UHMWPE is a linear homopolymer that comes from a family of polymers with a simple 
composition consisting of only hydrogen and carbon atoms, but the chains are long and 
complex which can twist, rotate and fold into crystalline regions. It is a linear semi 
crystalline polymer which can be explained as a set of crystalline lamellae surrounded by 
an amorphous phase.[38]. The polymer is synthesized as a powder and must be 
consolidated under elevated temperature and pressure because of its high melt viscosity. 
The mechanism of consolidation is self diffusion. 
Ultrahigh Molecular Weight Polyethylene has been widely used as material for high 
stress bearing areas for the last 40 years. And is still one of the most commonly used 
counter faces in arthroplasties.[39]. Many types of UHMWPE are used as acetabular cups 
differing in raw material, processing techniques and sterilization methods resulting in 
different material properties.[40,41]. Compared to other plastics it has superior 
biocompatibility, wear resistance and fracture toughness.  The degree of crystallinity is of 
great importance since this phase determines important parameters such as the elastic 
modulus, yield strength, creep deformation resistance and fatigue strength. Higher degree 
of crystallinity increases all of these properties which, in addition, are important 
properties to take into consideration for materials used in joint replacements. The degree 
of crystallinity is however not directly related to wear resistance, which is a property 
related to molecular mass. UHMWPE implants are formed by machining from 
compression molded powders of UHMWPE into stocks and sheets. When a metal or 
ceramic is used as the reciprocating surface in hip or knee prosthesis, the softer polymer 
wear as consequence of it’s weaker chains in comparison to the harder metal or ceramic. 
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This is due to abrasive wear. This UHMWPE particle induced aseptic loosening 
consequently leads to osteolysis. Wear is a function of time and abrasion and the 
production of wear debris is an important problem in implants failure especially for 
younger and more active persons.[39]. Though, as mentioned above, some reports sates 
that the crystallinity does not affect the wear of UHMWPE, a higher degree of 
crystallinity has been reported to result in a lower friction force and an increase in scratch 
resistance[42]. Many approaches have been conducted to improve wear resistance and 
ultimately the lifetime of the implants such as ion doping, crosslinking by irradiation and 
chemical route. Those are different paths to change the chemical structure. Another 
approach is to change the physical microstructure by heat treatment and compression 
under high pressure, etc. The fact that UHMWPE to some extent is self lubricating 
further improves its superiority over other polymers[43]. Different processing techniques 
are reviewed in[41]. The processing techniques are important to understand since those 
highly affect the mechanical properties of the final product. UHMWPE is known to be 
difficult to process in conventional processing techniques such as extrusion due to its 
high viscosity. When raised above its melting temperature the UHMWPE doesn’t flow 
like other types of polyethylene but it tend to swell and is therefore not appropriate for 
conventional processing techniques like injection molding, screw extrusion and 
compression molding.  Studies to achieve a more easily processable polymer have been 
conducted by adding HDPE, PP to the UHMWPE resins to lower the viscosity.[44]   

2.7.1 UHMWPE- composites 
 
Properties such as particle size, size distribution and the shape of the particles and other 
physical properties plays a crucial role when determining mechanical properties of a 
composite. Small or fine particles tend to bond together and form aggregates or 
agglomerates as they become larger. These agglomerates needs to be broken down in 
primary particles during composite processing which also needs to be well dispersed in 
the matrix. This requires techniques that can produce sufficient shear forces to overcome 
the adhesive forces between particles and break down the agglomerates. The energy input 
also needs to be controlled since excessive energy can damage the reinforcement or cause 
polymer degradation.[45] 
By the addition of Hydroxyapatite to the UHMWPE matrix, more bio-friendly wear 
debris could be produced which might decrease the risk for osteolysis linked to the wear 
debris from the polymer particles. The elastic modulus for UHMWPE reinforced with 
HA has also been reported to increase.[46]. Fang et al has in several studies investigated 
the affect of HA as reinforcement in a UHMWPE matrix, different synthesis techniques, 
bioactivity and mechanical properties variations whit different HA-contents.[1-4, 17] 
Hardness and elastic modulus, friction coefficient, wear rates were improved by adding 
bovine bone HA (BHA) where the UHMWPE and BHA were compounded by ball 
milling in ethanol for 8 hours and hot pressed in 190 °C.[47]. 
UHMWPE/CNT composites has been synthesized through solvent casting using paraffin 
and Decalin and analyzed in terms of morphology, electrical and mechanical properties. 
Two different manufacturing techniques were used for these two different solvents.[48]  
Kaolin[49], nano-MMT[50], tantalum[51], titanium dioxide (TiO2)[13, 14]have also been 
studied as potential reinforcement in UHMWPE-based composites. 
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2.7.2 Wear of UHMWPE in joint replacements 
 
Wear is the main drawback of UHMWPE and is the major subject for developing new 
bearings. Debris from total joint replacements can be generated from either wear or 
corrosion. These particles lead to inflammation and osteolysis and are the main cause of 
total failure of joint replacements. But it is also worth mentioning that catastrophic 
failures due to wear happens rarely, wear is time dependent and this causes problem for 
young and active patients. ”The type of wear that occur during reciprocating movements, 
which is typical for wear tests but also in some natural movements in the hip and knee 
joints, is abrasive wear where parts of the material is removed when the material is 
articulating on a harder surface[39]. ”A polymer’s ability to resist to wear is related to its 
mechanical properties, which in turn can be linked to the crystallinity”[42]. It has been 
show that a higher degree of crystallinity also has a positive effect on friction and wear 
[42]. 
The affect of surface texture has also been shown to be directly related to the degree of 
wear [43]. 
The wear of pure and reinforced UHMWPE has been widely studied using different test 
set-ups and lubricants [47, 50, 52-54]. But the wear of UHMWPE has also been studied 
using a theoretical wear model comparing it to results from hip joint simulator test 
suggesting that the wear factor is related to the coefficient of friction, the cross-linking 
density and cross-shear angle.[55]. The wear of UHMWPE in laboratory experiments is 
greatly influenced on the type of lubricant used. Different lubricants have been studied 
such as deionised water, human serum and also dry friction [56]. The type of wear under 
different lubrications, in the same study was also investigated. Under dry friction the 
bone was subjected to fatigue wear while using physiological water and human plasma 
mainly caused corrosive wear and abrasive wear respectively. The polymer was subjected 
to adhesive wear and plastic deformation under dry friction and for physiological water 
the main mechanisms were serious ploughing wear and fatigue fracture and finally for 
human plasma the main mechanisms were fine ploughing and plastic deformation.[56]. 
Wang et al [53] tested the UHMWPE in ball-on-disc test using Si3N4 as the ball. The 
wear tests were run in plasma and in brine for 10000 cycles while a sinusoidal dynamic 
load in the range of 20-25 N was applied to the ball, the oscillating frequency of the load 
was 0.5 Hz. During the test another UHMWPE sample was put in the same lubrication. 
This was done to compare the weight losses of the samples after drying them. The wear 
tests were performed in both uni-directional reciprocation and bidirectional sliding. 
Plasma has a higher viscosity and the friction coefficient was lower for plasma than with 
brine. Wear rates for UHMWPE was also lower for plasma but there were more small 
particles in plasma lubrication than in brine lubrication. Ploughing was found out to be 
the main wear mechanism for both lubrications in uni-directional sliding. For bi-
directional sliding the UHMWPE had ripples on the surface for plasma lubrication and 
for brine the surface characteristics were oriented fibers. This difference in wear 
mechanism induces a lower wear rate for plasma then for brine. 
Another important aspect of wear of UHMWPE in joint replacements is the size and the 
morphology of the wear particles. In [54], the size and morphology of the wear particles 
under different lubrication are investigated. Bovine calf serum and water are the 
lubrications used. They use a hip joint simulator which seem very sophisticated compared 
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to our pin-on-plate the femoral head was made of CoCr and the acetabular cup liner was 
made of UHMWPE.  
In the serum solution two types of wear debris were collected: spherical and elongated for 
deionised water the particles were large flake like or much smaller than for serum.  
Wear debris produced using biological lubricants seems to be more elongated or fibril 
like compared to particles produces when using water as lubricant.[54, 57], CNT 
reinforced UHMWPE showed improved wear rate under dry sliding conditions against a 
100Cr& steel disc [11]. The effect of consolidation on wear behavior of UHMWPE has 
also been examined showing that the temperature used when pressing the polymer 
doesn’t affect the wear behavior.[58] The effect of sterilization (crosslinked) of the 
polymer has also been widely investigated, showing that the sterilized polymer had a 
higher wear rate in comparison to non-sterilized [40, 52].  

2.8 Solvents: Decahydronaphtalene, Ethanol 
 
UHMWPE is known to be difficult to dissolve. The only well known solvents for this 
polymer are Decahydronaphtalene (Decalin) and paraffin oil. Decalin is a non-polar 
solvent consisting of a mix of cis + trans. Decalin was supplied by Sigma-Aldrich. 
HA and functionalized CNTs need a polar solvent to be well dispersed. Ethanol is polar 
and is also a common solvent in laboratories and thus easy accessible. The ethanol was 
also supplied by Sigma-Aldrich with a purity of 99.5%. 
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Chapter 3 

Methods 

3.1 Nanocomposite manufacturing techniques: state of art 
 
Different techniques to disperse HA and CNT into an UHMWPE matrix has been 
reported. Those techniques include solution blending/casting, in-situ polymerization of 
monomers and CNTs[59]. Mix- melting/Brabender[60]. CNT reinforced UHMWPE by 
dry mixing in mortar and sintering in mould[61]. In situ polymerization of CNT 
reinforced UHMWPE [62]. Alcohol assisted dispersion of CNTs has been employed to 
achieve a well dispersion of CNTS in an UHMWPE matrix [6]. When reinforcing 
UHMWPE with HA the use of paraffin oil is used widely. The paraffin oil makes the 
UHMWPE to swell and increases the chain mobility which makes extrusion possible.  
Fang et al have been studying the properties of a HA reinforced UHMWPE composite 
through several mixing techniques using paraffin oil, changing the processing method in 
different ways.   
Bin et al compared composites consisting of CNT and UHMWPE but prepared with 
decalin or paraffin and heat treated or not. Where the Decalin is used as solvent is an 
example of gelation/crystallization occurs and the use of paraffin was implemented 
instead of melting the polymer since this is known to be a difficult task [48]. 
 
Crowley and Chalivendra manufactured their composite by compression molding, where 
the particles were first mechanically mixed and then pressed to form a sheet.  
Cho et al produces composites with UHMWPE and BaTiO3 using Decalin as solvent. 
Ball milling was used to disperse BaTiO3 in the solvent and then mechanically shaked 
while adding the polymer. Extrusion was used to form the final sheets. 
Akinay and Tincer use Decalin as a solvent when preparing UHMWPE/PIR films. 
The UHMWPE was put in the solvent for 24 h and 50C, and then the blending was 
carried out at elevated temperature. The solution was then kept i copper boxes at 100C, 
then quenched and most of the solvent was removed. Putting pressure on the solution 
decreased the thickness to 1 mm.  
Zoo et al produced UHMWPE/CNT using toluene to provide active blending. Mixing in 
an ultrasonic bath for 1 h, then placed in the hood for 2 days to remove toluene. Then hot 
pressing at 180C, 25MPA for 1 h. 
Gul et al compared two different UHMWPE resins processed by isostatic hot pressing, 
changing the temperature, pressure and pressing time. It was discovered that the 
temperature is the most crucial factor when pressing UHMWPE. At a pressing 
temperature of 210 C, the structure reminded of the original ”flake” resin, indicating that 
this temperature did not melt the polymer. For one of the resins, spherulites were formed 
at temperatures above 300 C. This might be due to increased chain mobility but can also 
be due to degradation of the polymer, however no other indication on degradation was 
found. 
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3.2 Characterization of physical properties: methods 
 
In this study several methods have been used to characterize the properties of the 
biocomposite. The tribological behavior was investigated using a pin-on-plate wear set up 
and nanoindentation was performed to analyze the hardness and elastic modulus. SEM 
was used to study the morphology of the composites 
 

3.3 Tribological Test 
 
Pin-on-plate can be either unidirectional or multidirectional and is consisting of a pin 
reciprocating on a plate. Different lubricants are also used where the most common are 
distilled water, human serum and MEM (minimum-essential-medium). There are also 
differences in what counter face is used. Steel [9, 11, 63, 64], Si3N4 [47] and CoCrMo [5, 
65, 66] are commonly used. The different test set up generates different results due to 
their different conditions, making them difficult to compare to each other. Test results 
also depend on applied load, shape of pin, frequency/velocity, time and temperature. 
The Wyko NT1100 is an optical profiling system. White light interferometry is used to 
measure surfaces producing a 3D image and was used to measure the surface roughness 
of the composites. 
 

3.4 Nanoindentation 
 
Indentation is a method where you simply ”touch” a material whose properties such as 
harness and elastic modulus you want to determine, with a material whose properties are 
known. Those depths of penetration are usually measured in micrometers (10-6 m) or 
millimeters (10-3). In nanoindentation this penetration is measured in nanometers (10-9 m) 
Nanoindentation is used to determine the hardness and elastic modulus of a material by 
load-displacement measurements. ”Strain-hardening, cracking, phase transformations, 
creep and energy absorption are other properties that nanoindentaion can provide.”[67]. 
The size of a residual plastic impression is measured as a function of applied load. This 
give the area of contact for a given indenter load. Since the penetration depth is only a 
few microns, it is difficult to measure optically. The depth of penetration is measured as 
the load is applied to the indenter, the geometry of the indenter allows the contact area to 
be determined. The modulus is determined from the ”stiffness” of the contact (The rate of 
change of load and depth. The depth is constantly measures due to difficulties measuring 
the penetration optically. This introduces small errors since the indenter needs to be in 
contact with the surface resulting in a small initial penetration of the surface. Corrections 
for piling up of material around the indenter, irregularities of indenter and deflection of 
the loading frame are also required.[67]. 
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3.5 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 
 
In Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) the sample and a reference sample are 
maintained at the same temperature through a controlled temperature program in an inert 
atmosphere. The difference in heat flux is measured. Physical and chemical properties are 
measured as a result of temperature or time dependent response. Properties that can be 
measured are glass transition temperature (Tg), crystallization temperature (Tc), melting 
temperature (Tm), heat capacity (Cp), and phase transitions 

3.6 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
 
Through surface analysis by microscopy several important factors regarding the surface 
morphology can be obtained. Where optical microscopy is not sufficient different types 
of electron microscopes can be used.  
SEM is one of the most widely used techniques for studying surface or near surface 
structure of a material. All SEM have facilities to detect Secondary electrons (SE) and 
backscattered electrons (BSE) but several other signals can be used: X-rays, Auger 
electrons, Electron-beam-induced current (EBIC), and Cathodoluminescence (CL) [68]. 
The electron gun emits electrons (primary electrons) at energy usually between 1 keV 
and 30 keV. Two or three condenser lenses demagnify the beam until it hits the 
specimen. The surface is scanned and a detector counts the number of low energy 
secondary electrons given from every scanned point of the surface. The intensity of these 
secondary electrons are converted to an image of the sample surface. It has a good spatial 
resolution but also a large depth of field which is one of the most important features of 
the SEM making the images obtained with SEM look more like a 3D image in 
comparison to optical microscopy where the depth of field is not as large [69]. 
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Chapter 4 

Experimental Procedure 
 
In this chapter the experimental procedures are explained. Starting with the synthesis of 
the nanocomposite followed by the explanation of the characterization methods and the 
parameters used. 
 

4.1 Manufacturing of UHMWPE/HAP/MWCNTs composites 
 
In this section, the functionalization of MWCNTs is explained, the solution process, melt 
mixing and finally hot press procedure is explained. 

4.1.1 Functionalization of Multi Walled Carbon Nanotubes 
 
The procedure for MWCNT was the same as used in [8] with some modification in 
diluting the suspension. 
A mixture of H2SO4 (18,4 M) and HNO3 (16 M) was used to functionalize the surfaces of 
the MWCNTs. The MWCNTs were suspended in a 3:1 mixture of the two acids. The 
solution was sonicated during 24 hours. After sonication the solution was diluted with 
water and collected on a 100 nm membrane filter and washed with deionised water. In[8]. 
The CNTs are kept as a solution in deionised water. In this work, the nanotubes has been 
dried and later dissolved in ethanol as explained below. 
The modified CNTs are easier to disperse in polar solvents such as ethanol and are 
therefore used in this study as ethanol is one of the dispersing agents. But also 
unmodified CNTs has been used 
The drawback of this path is that these CNT doesn’t interact as well with UHMWPE as 
does the unmodified nanotubes. But on the other hand they interact better with HA and 
without functionalization it would be impossible to disperse the nanotubes. 
 

4.1.2 Nanocomposite synthesis 
 
Dispersion of CNTs in solvents is known to be difficult due to their high aspect ratio and 
the van der Waals forces acting between the nanotubes. 
The use of ultrasound when preparing polymer nanocomposites helps to promote the 
reaction rates. Ultrasound is a kind of sound with frequencies ranging from 20 kHz to10 
MHz.  Cavitations bubbles are formed in the solvent which absorb vapor or gas from the 
solvent and expand until they collapse when the volume is at maximum. These bubbles 
have an increased temperature (>4400ºC) and pressure (>1000 atm) and as they collapse 
energy is released. It is this energy that increases the reaction rates. 
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Ultrasonication can also be used for physical changes such as mass transport, 
emulsification, surface cleaning and thermal heating.  
When this technique is used with polymers, the extreme conditions the ultrasound is 
know to initiate the breakage of bonds and enhance polymerization. 
The first step in the synthesis of the composite was to weight and measure the quantities 
of CNT and solvent/ dispersant. Composites with different weight fractions were 
produced as described in table 2. The CNTs had a diameter of 5-10 nm and a length of 1-
5 �m. They were modified in the same way as described by Singh et al[8]. The 
UHMWPE powder was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and had a particle size ranging 
between 75-180 �m, The Hydroxyapatite was obtained from Agoramat-Advanced 
Materials, Portugal with a particle size of 2-3 �m and a purity >98%. The weight 
fractions of UHMWPE and HA were calculated using the following formulas: 
 

Equation 1: equation for calculating the wt% UHMWPE 

HA
UHMWPE UHMWPE

HA
m

ρ
ρ

×+
=

%
%1
21  

 
 
From this, calculating the wt% HA followed: 
 
 

Equation 2: Equation to calculate the wt% HA 

UHMWPEm
UHMWPE

HA
m ×=

%
%  

 
Where, 
 
21=the total volume of the sample in cm3. 
ρUHMWPE = 0.915 g/cm3 

ρHA = 3.16 g/cm3 

 
The amount of CNTs was constant for every weight fraction of CNT and fixed to 0.02g, 
which introduce a small error. 
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 Table 2: Sample codes and description 

Sample Code MWCNT Solvent Description 

A UHMWPE modified Ethanol Pure polymer 

B PE/2.5%HA/0.1%CNT modified Ethanol All constituents ultrasonicated in ethanol, 
then melt-mixed in a brabender at 210 C, 
25 min. Finally hotpressed at 10Mpa and 
T=190C. CNTs are functionalized in 
H2SO4 and HNO3. 

C PE/5%HA/0.1%CNT modified Ethanol  

D PE/10%HA/0.1%CNT modified Ethanol  

E PE/15%HA/0.1%CNT modified Ethanol  

F PE/20%HA/0.1%CNT modified Ethanol  

G PE/nano5%HA/0.1%CNT modified Ethanol Ultrasonicated in ethanol. HA is nano-
size. 

H PE/5%HA/0.1%unmodCNT_H2O unmodified H2O  

I PE/5%HA/0.1%CNT_H2O modified H2O Ultrasonicated in distilled H20 , CNTs not 
functionalized  

J PE/5%HA/0.1%CNT_Decalin modified Decalin Ultrasonicated in ethanol, then heated in 
Decalin, washed with acetone and finally 
melt-mixed in brabender 

K PE/5%HA/0.1%unmodCNT unmodified Ethanol Ultrasonicated in ethanol.  CNTs are not 
functionalized 

 
The composites were prepared in two steps, by solvent casting using ethanol or Decalin 
(Decahydronaphtalene, mixture of cis + trans) and a melt-mixing method. An overview 
of the process can be seen in figure 2. The ethanol was used as a dispersant for the HA 
and carbon nanoforms since it doesn’t actually dissolve the polymer. In the first step, the 
nanoforms were first sonicated with ethanol for 30 minutes to homogenously distribute 
the nanoforms in the solvent, after adding the HA the mixture was further sonicated for 1 
hour. Finally the polymer was added and sonicated for 2 hours. After drying the mixture 
in an oven at 60C for one week, the powder obtained was further melt-mixed using a 
Brabender to ease the pressing procedure. The composite was finally pressed using a hot-
press at T=190C and P=5 MPa to form MWCNT/HA/UHMWPE plates.   
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Figure 2: Overview of manufacturing process 

 
 
 

 

Figure 3: Brabender. 

In the second experiment, using Decalin, a few more steps were added to the procedure. 
The powders were first mixed with ethanol as described above. This was done to have a 
good mixture as the MWCNT and HA does not disperse well in the solvent. The mixture 
was slowly heated in Decalin to 140 C, while continuously stirred by a magnetic stir. As 
the material was not totally dissolved in the Decalin, but separated from the solvent, due 
to the polarity of HA. Another reason for the agglomeration might be that not enough 
solvent was used. The solvent was removed and the resulting jelly material was washed 
with acetone for 10 hours to remove any residual Decalin. Heating the samples increases 
the chain mobility and allows the HA and the nanoforms to penetrate in between the 
molecular chains.  
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4.1.3 Hot Press 
 
A framework with size 60*60*1.5 mm of stainless steel was used. Baking paper was used 
to prevent the composite to stick to the stainless steel plates used for pressing the 
material. The “dough” obtained after melt-mixing the powder, were put in he framework, 
two stainless steel plates were used and the baking paper were put in between these. It 
was pre-heated for 2 min in the hot press without applying any pressure. After 2 minutes, 
pressure was applied for 2 minutes. The hot press was opened and more “dough” was 
added and the same procedure was repeated. This was done three times for each 
composite. The hot press was switched off after two minutes and the frames were left in 
to cool under pressure. The frames were taken out after the upper plate of the hot press 
had reached 90ºC. They were left to cool in ambient temperature and a weight was put on 
top of it to avoid deformation (i.e. wrinkling and buckling).  An image of the hot press is 
shown in figure... Samples with HA content ranging from 2.5 to 20 wt% were produced, 
all containing 0.1 wt% MWCNT.  The MWCNT content was fixed and set to 0.1% due to 
previous experiences where the best dispersion and mechanical properties in a 
PMMA/HA matrices were found using this content. An overview of the hot press 
procedure is shown in figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Frame, hot press and composite.  

Frame 

Composite 

Hot press 
190 C 
10 MPa 
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4.2 Tribological properties 
 
This project focused on studying the effect of Hydroxyapatite (HA) and Carbon 
Nanotubes (MWCNT) as reinforcement in an Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene 
(UHMWPE) matrix. A Cameron Plint Model TE-77 pin on plate test configuration was 
used as the wear screening method. This reciprocating machine allows dry and lubricated 
tests at room temperature or at elevated temperatures. The instrument is shown in figure 5 
and figure 6. Sample holders for both pin and plate were custom made. The plate sample 
holder contained a bath and lubrication level was maintained by continual addition of 
fluid. CoCr pins were mirror polished.  Composite samples were cut and polished. Each 
sample was tested at least two times in Synovial fluid for two hours. The temperature was 
chosen to 37 ºC to resemble in-vivo conditions. The applied load was set to 80 N. The 
reciprocating frequency was set to 1 Hz and stroke length was 8 mm. Wear mass loss of 
the specimens were determined with a BALANCE with 0.01 mg precision. All samples 
were cleaned using ultrasonication in distilled water for 5 minutes, rinsed with ethanol 
and then left to dry in air. 
Specimen dimensions: Pin dimensions were, diameter 6.35 mm, length 20 mm, nose 
radius 50 mm. Plate dimensions were, length 20 mm, width 15 mm, thickness 1.5 mm. 
 
 

 
Figure 5: Cameron Plint 
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Figure 6: Cameron Plint, test set-up. 

A WYKO NT1100 was used to determine the surface roughness of the composites before 
wear test. 

 

4.3 Nanoindentation 
 
Mechanical properties through nanoindentation were performed by PhD Student Gil 
Gonçalves at Universidade de Aveiro, Portugal. The following parameters were used: 
Approach speed was 2000 nm/min, max load was set to 10.00 mN, and loading rate and 
unloading rate was both set to 20.00 mN/min with a pause of 2.0 s. 
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4.4 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 
 
Crystallinity and thermal properties were measured with differential scanning calorimetry 
(METTLER TOLEDO DSC821e) at a heating rate of 10C/min in N2 atmosphere. The 
samples were heated in an aluminium crucible from 30 to 200 °C to register the melting 
circumstances and then cooled at a rate of 20°C/min to register the recrystallization. The 
nitrogen was passed trough at a rate of 80ml/min. To calculate the percentage of 
crystallization, a heat of fusion value of 293 J/g were used. DSC was used to determine 
the effect of wt% HA on crystallinity. All samples were tested before and after hot-
pressing. Figure 7 shows the DSC instrument. 

 

Figure 7: Differential Scanning Calorimetry. 
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4.5 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
 
Surface analysis using SEM was performed with the help of Johnny Grahn at the division 
of Material science. A JEOL JSM – 6460LV electron microscope was used. Secondary 
electrons were used to determine the distribution of fillers. Figure 8 shows the SEM 
instrument. 
 

 
Figure 8: Scanning Electron Microscope. 
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Chapter 5 
 

Results and Discussion 
 

5.1 Tribological properties 
 
Some of the difficulties when performing the tribological analysis of the material were to 
get a good surface finish. The composite was polished using a final grit size of 2500 and 
polishing with diamonds of size: 6 �m, 3�m and 1�m and final polishing. In some of 
the composites, inhomogeneity or porosity could be seen just by looking at it which is 
two factors largely influencing the results of the wear tests. The pins used in the 
experiments were also manually polished resulting in micro surfaces making the contact 
area between pin and plate less perfect. The results show large errors in some of the pin 
on plate combinations.  
These tests have been performed as screening method of the materials, giving a good 
estimate of which combinations of UHMWPE/HA should be used. It can be seen from 
figure 9 and 10 that for the first group, samples with 2.5, 5 and 10 wt% HA clearly has 
the best results in both friction coefficient and wear. The friction coefficient ranging from 
0.09 to 0.11 for these samples and sample D, containing 10 wt% HA showed a slightly 
lower friction coefficient and sample C containing 5 wt% HA showed a slightly larger 
friction coefficient. On the other hand, when comparing the mass losses of the samples, 
sample C showed less mass loss compared to sample B and D. It is also shown, in figure 
11 that the total mass loss of both pin and plate is less for sample C. In the same figure it 
is shown that the mass loss for the pin is higher for sample D compared to all other  wt% 
HA. A higher coefficient of friction and wear could be seen for samples containing 15 
and 20 wt% HA indicating that adding more than 10 wt% HA to the composite doesn’t 
increase the tribological properties. The same is true for the mass loss. Wear was higher 
for plate than pin. For group I weight loss was 0.000259 to 0.000259 g. 
The surface roughness is presented in table 3. The surface roughness was measured at 
least five times on each sample. 
 
Table 3: Surface roughness of composites, group I. 

Sample B C D E F 
Ra (nm) 268 599 279 421 315 
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Figure 9: Coefficient of friction, group I. 
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Figur 10: Mass loss, group I 
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Total mass loss, Group I
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Figur 11: the total mass loss of both pin and plate, group I 

 
 
 
In Group II different solvent casting methods were compared as well as nano-HA. The 
samples prepared with water have surprisingly good wear and friction coefficient all 
though one contains modified CNTs and the other contains unmodified CNTs. These 
results are surprising since one could see, just by looking at the powder mixed with 
water, that it was not a homogeneous mixture. The friction coefficient and wear for group 
II are presented in figure 12 and figure 13, respectively. Not surprisingly, sample no 8 has 
poor tribological results, indicating that the unmodified CNTs do not disperse well in a 
polar solvent. Samples prepared with nano-HA shows poor coefficient of friction as well 
as the sample mixed with Decalin as solvent. The weight loss for Group II was 7.00E-05 
to 0.001425 g. The friction coefficient and mass loss for group II show the same trend. 
The surface roughness is presented in table 4. Looking at the total wear of pin and plate 
for group II no wear of the pin was observed for sample G containing nano-HA. Sample 
K also showed less wear for pin compared to the other samples. These are interestingly 
the samples showing highest values for wear and friction coefficient for plate. Wear of 
pin is highest for sample J which is mixed using H2O. 
 
Table 4:  Surface roughness of composites, group II. 

Sample G H I J K 
Ra (nm) 600 290 823 498 445 
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Figure 12: Coefficient of friction, group II. 
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Figure 13: Mass loss, group II. 
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Total mass loss, group II
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Figur 14: Total mass loss of both pin and plate, group II 

 
 
Pin on plate tests were used to determine and compare wear and friction within the two 
groups. Tests could be longer to allow the equilibrium state to settle which would give 
more accurate results.  
These test are severe and were used as a screening method of the samples. Large errors in 
wear (mass loss) were observed, this might be due to several reasons such as human 
error, poor surface finish of pin and plate, inhomogeneity, some samples were cleaned in 
the evening but measured the day after which could result in results differing from other 
measurements. It could also be a good idea to compare the mass with a sample immersed 
in the lubricant during the same time interval, to see if the sample also gain mass from 
absorption of the lubricant. One major drawback with these results is the fact that they 
were not compared to pure polymer due to problems in the manufacturing procedure. It is 
also clear that there are huge standard deviations in the mass loss, which might depend on 
the different times elapsed between testing, cleaning and weighting of the samples. The 
balance used had not been calibrated since 2002 and was fluctuating a lot when 
measuring such small losses. It is also noteworthy that all friction coefficients show high 
values and more reliable test conditions need to be developed.    
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5.2 Nanoindentation 
 
All samples have increased hardness and elastic modulus compared to pure UHMWPE. 
In Group I, samples prepared with HA content less or equal to 10 wt% showed better 
nano-hardness and elastic modulus than samples containing higher wt% HA. Sample 
containing 10 wt% HA has the highest elastic modulus and sample containing 5 wt% HA 
has the highest nano-hardness. In group II sample containing nano-HA shows superior 
results in nano-hardness and elastic modulus, but the other samples from group II shows 
poor results, though sample I shows pretty good values for both hardness and elastic 
modulus. Group I showed better results compared to group II. It is important to 
understand that these results are on the nanolevel and might not be the same for micro 
hardness and modulus. The results from the nanoindentation measurements for group I 
and group II are presented in table 5 and 6 respectively.  
 

Table 5: Hardness and Elastic modulus, group I.  

Sample Hit (MPa) Hv Eit (GPa) 

A 55.573±3.393 5.757±0.848 1.368±0.208 

B 139.641±0.043 16.666±7.297 2.531±1.081 

C 230.403±7.087 20.657±2.627 3.290±0.439 

D 203.315±3.841 18.829±0.356 3.459±0.414 

E 187.390±1.401 17.354±0.130 3.040±0.010 

F 77.413±1.811 7.169±0.168 1.676±0.037 

 
Table 6: Hardness and Elastic modulus, group II.  

Sample Hit (MPa) Hv Eit (GPa) 

A 55.573±3.393 5.757±0.848 1.368±0.208 

G 355.368±19.789 32.911±1.834 4.838±0.717 

H 144.190±12.660 13.354±1.172 2.567±0.188 

I 189.632±2.572 17.562±0.238 3.375±0.048 

J 178.827±7.715 16.561±0.714 2.686±0.143 

K 151.804±6.478 14.059±0.600 2.529±0.134 
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Abbreviations 
 Hit - Hardness 
 Hv- Vickers Hardness 
 Eit- Elastic Modulus 
 
 

5.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
 
DSC measures the differences of heat exchanges between the sample and an inert 
reference. From this glass transition temperature, fusion and crystallization temperatures 
and the enthalpy changes and much more can be determined. Crystallinity and thermal 
properties were measured with differential scanning calorimetry (METTLER TOLEDO 
DSC 821) at a heating rate of 10ºC/min in N2 atmosphere. The samples were heated in an 
aluminium crucible from 30 to 200ºC to register the melting circumstances and then 
cooled at a rate of 20ºC/min to register the recrystallisation. The nitrogen was passed 
trough at a rate of 80ml/min. To calculate the percentage of crystallization, a heat of 
fusion value of 293 J/g was used. DSC was used to determine the effect of wt% HA on 
crystallinity. DSC was performed both before and after pressing the composites into their 
final shape. 
 
It can be seen that the addition of fillers decreases the crystallinity of the material. In the 
first group, samples containing 2.5, 5 and 10 wt % of HA seem to have the same effect 
but increasing the amount of HA to 15 and 20 wt% drastically decreases the crystallinity.  
Before hot-press the sample in group I have higher crystallinity than pure polymer. After 
hot-press the crystallinity has decreased compared to pure polymer. The Crystallinity for 
group I is shown in figure 15. 
Tm was in the range of 130 – 140 C. The malting temperature is supposed to follow the 
same path as the crystallinity that means that these values should increase in the same 
way as the values for crystallinity. But the results show that there is no correlation 
between the two. The melting temperature has for some samples increased after hot 
pressing of the composite and for some samples it has decreased. The melting 
temperature for group I is presented in figure 16. 
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Figure 15: Crystallinity, group  I 
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Figure 16: Melting temperature for group I. 
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For group two, there seems to be few changes depending on the differences in 
manufacturing. Only sample I prepared with deionised water shows slightly less 
crystallinity than the other samples. But the crystallinity for all samples has increased 
after hot pressing. The crystallinity of group II samples is presented in figure 17.  
Tm was in the range of 130 – 140 C. And as for group I, there are no correlation between 
crystallinity and melting temperature for group II. This is surprising since an increase in 
crystallinity should result in an increase in melting temperature as well. The melting 
temperature for group II can be seen in figure 18. 
 
One reason for the decrease in crystallinity of the composites might be that the 
reinforcement hinders the polymer chains to crystallize. In the neat polymer there are no 
such particles hindering the crystallization. 
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Figure 17: Crystallinity for group II. 
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Figure 18: Melting temperature for group II. 
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5.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
 
Fracture surfaces were investigated by SEM (JEOL JSM – 6460LV) and the main aim of 
SEM is to investigate the dispersion of HA and CNT in the parent polymer. The fracture 
surfaces were prepared by a gold sputtering technique to prevent charge build up and to 
improve contrast and resolution. Powders and pressed composites were analyzed with 
SEM to investigate the differences in the dispersion of CNT in different concentrations 
and manufacturing techniques/solvents. SEM can give important information on the 
dispersion of CNTs in the polymer matrix. 

In Powder images the CNTs seems to be agglomerated. Agglomeration occurs due to van 
der Waals forces acting between the nanotubes. An overview of the samples analyzed as 
a powder is presented in figure 19. These images show that the fillers are attached to the 
polymer which is represented as the larger particles in the image. Except for image 19c) 
representing sample H, this is not very surprising since this is the sample prepared with 
unmodified CNTs and deionised water. The unmodified CNTs are not supposed to 
disperse well and as already explained, the unhomogeneity of the powder obtained when 
mixing with water could be seen by the naked eye.  

Figure 19: Overview SEM images of powder a) sample C, b) sample K, c) Sample H, d) Sample F, e) Sample 
J, and f) Sample G. 

 
 
Figure 20 shows sample C containing 5 wt% HA, prepared with ethanol, we can clearly 
see from figure 20 b) that the CNTs are agglomerated, but they also seem to be attached 
to the polymer matrix as can be observed from figure 20 c) 
Figure 21 also shows agglomerates of the CNTs. These images shoes sample K which is 
produced with deionised water so the agglomerates was somewhat expected for this 
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sample. In figure 22 the sample mixed with Decalin, sample J is shown. The HA particles 
in these images are well dispersed and they also seems to be covered by the polymer 
which was the idea of mixing the composite with Decalin, to increase the chain mobility 
so that the fillers could penetrate in between the chains. No CNTs were observed in this 
sample. Figure 23 represents sample G, containing nano-HA, the hydroxyapatite is 
clearly well dispersed as can be observed in figure 23 a), but once again agglomerates of 
CNTs were observed as in figure 23 b). HA seem to be well dispersed compared to CNT. 
 
 

Figure 20: SEM images of sample C in powder form. 

 

Figure 21: SEM image of sample K in powder form 

Figure 22: SEM image of sample J in powder form 
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Figure 23: SEM image of sample G in powder form, containing 5wt%  nano-HA and 0.1wt% MWCNT. 

 
CNTs could not be seen in all samples, so the figures of SEM images have been chosen 
where they could be seen. This is the reason why one sample may be presented as a 
powder image but not as a fracture surface. The reasons why CNTs are not seen could be 
several (i.e. agglomeration, good “coating” by the polymer, etc). CNTs can be observed 
in figure 20 b) and 21 b) and 21 c), where they seem to be agglomerated and they also 
seem to prefer to interact with the HA. When looking at the fracture surfaces, some 
problems with the vacuum of the instruments resulted in poor resolution of the images 
since getting close to the surface resulted in melting of the material. So no CNTs at all 
were observed for these samples. Examples of fracture surfaces are shown in figures 24, 
25 and 26 representing sample C and F respectively. Something looking like CNTs can 
be observed in figures 24 and 16 but in that case it would be agglomerates since the size 
of the “worm” is several micrometers. And it doesn’t seem to be attached to the matrix so 
in the case of CNTs this indicates a poor connection to the polymer 
 

Figure 24: Fracture surfaces of sample C, containing 10 wt% HA and 0.1wt%CNT 
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Figure 25: Fracture surface of sample C. 

 

Figure 26: Fracture surface of sample F. 
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Chapter 6 

Thesis summary 

6.1 Summary 
 
This work presents a new bionanocomposite for biomedical applications. The project was 
focused on the manufacturing technique of this nanocomposite using solvent casting and 
melt-mixing. HA content ranging from 2.5 wt% to 20 wt% and a fixed MWCNT content 
of 0.1wt% was manufactured. In the first step, using solvent casting, the constituent was 
mixed using ultrasonication and/or heating. In the second step, the powder obtained from 
solvent casting was melt-mixed using a Brabender. A hot press was used to obtain the 
final composite plates. The plates were cut and polished in order to perform mechanical 
test and tribological tests. The nanocomposite was analyzed by Pin-on-plate, 
nanoindentation, DSC, and SEM. The challenge in this work was to obtain a homogenous 
dispersion of HA and MWCNT in the matrix. This was particularly challenging for CNT 
as they tend to agglomerate due to the van der Waal forces acting between them. 
Although the dispersion of nanofillers was not optimal, some improvements in 
mechanical properties was observed.  

6.2 Conclusions 
 
The overall results shows optimum results for samples prepared with ethanol as 
dispersant agent. Pin-on-plate tribological test are severe test where the contact area is 
extremely small in comparison to in vivo implants, this exaggerates the influence of 
surface roughness and one reciprocating movement may have great impact on the 
test.[40]. Best coefficient of friction was obtained with samples mixed with ethanol, 
containing 2.5 to 10 wt% HA and surprisingly for both samples prepared with deionised 
water. 
 A HA content lower than or equal to 10 wt% resulted in higher degree of crystallinity, 
hardness, elastic modulus and a lower coefficient of friction and wear. For 
nanoindentation the sample containing nano-HA showed superior properties (hardness 
and elastic modulus). The nanoindentation test also showed better results for samples 
prepared with ethanol than with deionised water or Decalin. There were no significant 
difference in coefficient of friction observed for samples containing 10 wt% HA or less. 
DSC results show a lower crystallinity for all samples compared to pure polymer, though 
higher crystallinity was observed for samples containing 10 wt% HA or less compared to 
higher amounts of HA. Samples in group II also showed lower crystallinity. 
It can also be concluded that the homogeneity of the composites were not satisfactory.  

6.3 Recommendations for future work 
 
Improvements in the manufacturing process needs to be performed to obtain a more 
homogeneous material. Different solvents/dispersants should be evaluated and also 
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different mixing procedures such as time in ultrasound and so on. Hot press parameters 
(e.g. time, temperature and pressure) need to be evaluated. Raman Spectroscopy should 
be performed to evaluate what types of chemical bonds are present in the composite. 
Further and more accurate tribology tests should be performed to get a better screening of 
the materials, the method should also be optimized. Surface polishing for both composite 
and pin used for tribological test needs to be optimized. Hot press parameters should be 
improved and also other plates used for pressing needs to be evaluated/different methods 
for hot-press. 
Micro hardness such as Vickers hardness should also be evaluated to compare with 
nanoindentation. The affect of grit paper on the softer composite should also be taken 
into consideration. The samples needs to be further analyzed with SEM and the effect of 
sterilization needs to be examined. Another important aspect to take into consideration is 
the biocompatibility and bioactivity of the composites and more importantly the wear 
particles. 
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Appendix A – DSC group I. After melt mixing 

 
 

 

UHMWPE 
PE/2.5%HA/0.1%CNT 
PE/5%HA/0.1%CNT 
PE/10%HA/0.1CNT 
PE/15%HA/0.1%CNT 
PE/20%HA/0.1%CNT 
 

 
 
 

Crystallinity (%) 
40.35 
48.71 
48.70 
44.42 
35.62 
30.80 
 
 

Tm ( C ) 
136.45 
132.21 
132.16 
133.42 
132.08 
127.59 
 

Crystallinity (%) 
48.10 
52.67 
51.31 
47.22 
35.62 
33.62 
 

 

Tm ( C ) 
136.77 
131.88 
130.99 
132.59 
132.92 
133.16 
 

UHMWPE 
 

Crystallinity (%) 
40.35 
 

Tm ( C ) 
136.45 

Crystallinity (%) 
48.10 

Tm ( C ) 
136.77 
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Tm ( C ) 
132.21 

Tm ( C ) 
131.88 

PE/2.5%HA/0.1%CNT 

Crystallinity (%) 
48.71 

Crystallinity (%) 
52.67 

Crystallinity (%) 
48.70 

Tm ( C ) 
132.16 

Crystallinity (%) 
51.31 

Tm ( C ) 
130.99 

PE/5%HA/0.1%CNT 
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PE/10%HA/0.1CNT 

Crystallinity (%) 
44.42 

Tm ( C ) 
133.42 

Crystallinity (%) 
47.22 

Tm ( C ) 
132.59 

PE/15%HA/0.1%CNT 

Crystallinity (%) 
35.62 

Tm ( C ) 
132.08 

Crystallinity (%) 
35.62 

Tm ( C ) 
132.92 
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PE/20%HA/0.1%CNT 

Crystallinity (%) 
30.80 

Tm ( C ) 
127.59 

Crystallinity (%) 
33.62 

 

Tm ( C ) 
133.16 
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Appendix B – DSC group I. After Hot Press. 

 
 
 
 
 

UHMWPE 
PE/2.5%HA/0.1% CNT 
PE/5%HA/0.1%CNT 
PE/10%HA/0.1%CNT 
PE/15%HA/0.1%CNT 
PE/20%HA/0.1%CNT 

Crystallinity (%) 
61.46 
52.96 
52.65 
52.65 
45.30 
43.66 
 

Tm ( C) 
140.24 
133.59 
130.95 
134.86 
132.38 
130.25 

Crystallinity (%) 
59.25 
49.86 
50.86 
48.92 
39.48 
40.17 

Tm ( C) 
136.33 
130.78 
132.75 
129.63 
127.36 
126.60 

UHMWPE 

Crystallinity (%) 
61.46 

Tm ( C) 
140.24 

Crystallinity (%) 
59.25 

Tm ( C) 
136.33 
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PE/2.5%HA/0.1%CNT 

Crystallinity (%) 
52.96 

Tm ( C) 
133.59 

Crystallinity (%) 
49.86 

Tm ( C) 
130.78 

PE/%%HA/0.1%CNT 

Crystallinity (%) 
52.65 

Tm ( C) 
130.95 

Crystallinity (%) 
50.86 

Tm ( C) 
132.75 
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PE/10%HA/0.1%CNT 

Crystallinity (%) 
52.65 

Tm ( C) 
134.86 

Crystallinity (%) 
48.92 

Tm ( C) 
129.63 

PE/15%HA/0.1%CNT 

Crystallinity (%) 
45.30 

Tm ( C) 
132.38 

Crystallinity (%) 
39.48 

Tm ( C) 
127.36 
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Appendix C – DSC group II. After melt mixing 

 
 
 
 
 
 

UHMWPE 
PE/5%HA/0.1%CNT_H2O 
PE/%%HA/0.1%unmodCNT_H2O 
PE/5%HA/0.1%unmodCNT 
PE/5%HA/0.1%CNT_Decalin 
PE/5%nanoHA/0.1%CNT 

Crystallinity (%) 
40.70 
41.38 
45.17 
42.05 
48.59 
38.20 

Tm ( C) 
136.45 
134.24 
136.63 
131.94 
133.53 
137.35 

Crystallinity (%) 
48.46 
44.27 
43.83 
41.98 
47.61 
40.25 

Tm ( C) 
136.77 
134.41 
134.15 
131.26 
133.36 
135.72 

Crystallinity (%) 
40.35 
 

Tm ( C ) 
136.45 

Crystallinity (%) 
48.10 

Tm ( C ) 
136.77 

UHMWPE 
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PE/5%HA/0.1%CNT_H2O 

Crystallinity (%) 
41.38 

Tm ( C) 
134.24 

Crystallinity (%) 
44.27 

Tm ( C) 
134.41 

PE/%%HA/0.1%unmodCNT_H2O 

Crystallinity (%) 
45.17 

Tm ( C) 
136.63 

Crystallinity (%) 
43.83 

Tm ( C) 
134.15 
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PE/5%HA/0.1%unmodCNT 

Crystallinity (%) 
42.05 

Tm ( C) 
131.94 Crystallinity (%) 

41.98 
Tm ( C) 
131.26 

PE/5%HA/0.1%CNT_Decalin 

Crystallinity (%) 
48.59 

Tm ( C) 
133.53 

Crystallinity (%) 
47.61 

Tm ( C) 
133.36 
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PE/5%nanoHA/0.1%CNT 

Crystallinity (%) 
38.20 

Tm ( C) 
137.35 

Crystallinity (%) 
40.25 

Tm ( C) 
135.72 
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Appendix D – DSC group II. After Hot Press 

 

 

UHMWPE 

Crystallinity (%) 
61.46 

Tm ( C) 
140.24 

Crystallinity 
(%) 
59.25 

Tm ( C) 
136.33 

UHMWPE 
PE/5%HA/0.1%CNT_H2O 
PE/5%HA/0.1%unmodCNT 
PE/5%HA/unmodCNT 
PE75%HA/0.1%CNT_Decalin 
PE/5%nanoHA/0.1%CNT 

Crystallinity (%) 
62.17 
45.98 
55.59 
50.30 
56.07 
53.33 
 

Tm ( C) 
140.24 
135.76 
137.01 
131.73 
134.85 
133.46 

Crystallinity (%) 
58.10 
43.44 
53.86 
50.15 
53.78 
51.66 

Tm ( C) 
136.33 
132.14 
133.10 
130.07 
134.37 
129.53 
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PE/5%HA/0.1%unmodCNT 

Crystallinity (%) 
55.59 

Tm ( C) 
137.01 

Crystallinity (%) 
53.86 

Tm ( C) 
133.10 

PE/5%HA/0.1%CNT_H2O 

Crystallinity (%) 
45.98 

Tm ( C) 
135.76 

Crystallinity (%) 
43.44 

Tm ( C) 
132.14 
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PE75%HA/0.1%CNT_Decalin 

Crystallinity (%) 
56.07 

Tm ( C) 
134.85 

Crystallinity (%) 
53.78 

Tm ( C) 
134.37 

PE/5%HA/unmodCNT 

Crystallinity (%) 
50.30 

Tm ( C) 
131.73 

Crystallinity (%) 
50.15 

Tm ( C) 
130.07 
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PE/5%nanoHA/0.1%CNT 

Crystallinity (%) 
53.33 

Tm ( C) 
133.46 

Crystallinity (%) 
51.66 

Tm ( C) 
129.53 
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Appendix E – Coefficient of friction group I. 
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Sample B: PE/2.5%HA/0.1%CNT 
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Sample C: PE/5%HA/0.1%CNT 
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Sample D: PE/10%HA/0.1%CNT 
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Sample E: PE/15%HA/0.1%CNT 
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Sample F: PE/20%HA/0.1%CNT 
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Appendix F – Coefficient of friction group II. 
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Sample G: PE/5%nanoHA/0.1%CNT 

 
 

Mean Rms Friction coeff
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Sample H: PE/5%HA/0.1%unmodCNT_H2O 
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Mean Rms Friction coeff
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Sample I: PE/5%HA/0.1%CNT_H2O 
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Sample J: PE/5%HA/0.1%CNT_Decalin 
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Sample K: PE/5%HA/0.1%unmodCNT 

 


